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Parents’ Resources for Facilitating
the Activities of Children with Autism
at Home
Monica Ramey and John Rae

Introduction

In the United Kingdom, and in many societies, whatever level of support
might be available outside the child’s home, the primary carers for children
with autism are often their own family members, usually their parents. Con-
sequently, parents’ resources for supporting their children’s capacity to engage
in activities are of considerable practical importance and merit careful analysis.
Indeed, there is evidence from a randomised control study that a joint engage-
ment programme can have a positive long-term effect on children’s abilities
(Kasari, Gulsrud, Wong, Kwon, & Locke, 2010). A general aim of parents’ par-
ticipation in children’s activities (including neurotypical children) is to enable
children to achieve more than they could unaided. The importance of such co-
participation is captured by Vygotsky’s influential idea of the zone of proximal
development (ZPD). This refers to a region which is just beyond a child’s current
sphere of competence but into which the child can move through the involve-
ment of a more experienced peer or carer. For Vygotsky’s socio-cultural theory
of learning, it is not merely that the child can achieve more with support but
rather that such supportive encounters are fundamental for development. He
states that the ZPD ‘awakens a variety of internal developmental processes that
are able to operate only when the child is interacting with people in his envi-
ronment’ (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 90). The term ‘scaffolding’ (Wood, Bruner, & Ross,
1976) is a related metaphor that is widely used in learning environments to
describe the supportive conduct. While Wood et al. (1976) do not cite Vygotsky,
the intimate connection between scaffolding and Vygotsky’s work is pointed
out by Cazden (1979). It can be said that scaffolding is the support that is pro-
vided by a ‘more knowledgeable other’ who can assist the learner in completing
a task or solving a problem by assisting the learner into the ZPD. In scaffold-
ing, language and interaction are important as the child internalises routines
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and procedures from the social and cultural context where he or she learns
(Applebee & Langer, 1983). Tasks should build on what the child already knows
and ongoing assessment of the child is important in order to tailor scaffolding
as required (Langer & Applebee, 1986). Additionally, dialogue in interaction
keeps the recipient actively engaged in the activity and through monitoring
both parties can coordinate the direction of the activity (Brown & Palincsar,
1989).

Parents can take on the role of the facilitator providing strategies for complet-
ing a task. Additionally, parents are able to expand the child’s learning by using
modelling, perspective taking, clues, and pointing out important information
that can help learners think (Wood et al., 1976). In Wood (1980, cited in Carr &
Pike, 2012), contingent shifting is used to describe change in the level of support
offered depending on the child’s performance, such as a reduction in the level
of support in response to the child making progress. However, increasingly the
responsibility for task completion is given to the child, thereby expanding his
or her knowledge. Carr and Pike (2012) suggest that effective contingent shift-
ing in scaffolding by the parent may be indirectly influenced by the parenting
style in managing challenging behaviour and developing a positive relationship
with the child. Although previous research into parents scaffolding their chil-
dren’s activities has used observational measures and has focused on specific
areas of interactions that may affect educational and developmental outcomes
(e.g. Carr & Pike, 2012; Salonen, Lepola, & Vauras, 2007), a study by Freeman
and Kasari (2013) observed the scaffolding styles of parents of children with
ASD during a ten-minute play session and found that parents of children with
ASD created more play scenarios and offered and directed play more than par-
ents of typical children. Parents of children with ASD also showed high interest
in their child’s play attempts, responding with high levels of play, while parents
of typical children would expand their children’s play. In conclusion, parents
who were less directive and played just above the child’s level, combined with
imitating the child’s actions, resulted in longer interactions.

These observational studies involve the careful coding of specific practices of
parental scaffolding in order to examine scaffolding in a systematic way. Con-
versation Analysis (CA) offers a complementary research approach in which
a more exploratory stance is taken to interaction and in which the organisa-
tion of interactional phenomena is the focus. A particular focus of CA research
involves the delineation of the sequential relationship between one partici-
pant’s action and another participant’s action-in-response. A previous CA-based
analysis of scaffolding examined the nature of a learning support assistant’s
(LSA) supportive conduct in a classroom setting (Stribling & Rae, 2010). This
case study of a single extended episode examined how the LSA co-participated
in a number of sequences initiated by a class teacher in order to facilitate a
response from a girl with autism. The interactional organisation of instruc-
tional settings has been examined quite extensively through CA methods;
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for example, there are multimodal analyses of object-related interactions in
adult learning situations such as manual crafts (Ekström, Lindwall, & Säljö,
2009; Lindwall & Ekström, 2012) and surgery (e.g. Mondada, 2014; Zemel &
Koschmann, 2014).

For Vygotsky, the concept of the ZPD was fundamentally concerned with
development; it provided a way of understanding how support from others can
contribute to development. In a related way, the concept of scaffolding sug-
gests a temporary supportive structure, one that can be removed in due course.
In the case of atypical development, it is not necessarily the case that support-
ive behaviour can be withdrawn (Stone, 1998). It can be briefly noted that a
related conceptualisation occurs within the Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) or
the Lovaas approach to teaching children with autism. Here, a trainer’s or par-
ent’s support behaviours are construed as prompts. Based on the principles of
operant conditioning, a common concern is the fading of these prompts such
that the child can perform the socially relevant target behaviour independently
(e.g. Krantz & McClannahan, 1998; MacDuff, Krantz, & McClannahan, 2001).

Given the importance of parental scaffolding and the need to under-
stand what practices it consists in, this chapter uses CA to identify
moment-to-moment actions in episodes on interaction involving children with
autism and their parents carrying out spontaneous activities together at home.

Project overview

In order to examine the organisation of talk-in-interaction and scaffolding pro-
cedures provided by parents and children with an Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) taking part in naturally occurring interactions at home, families with
children with ASD were emailed a letter of invitation to take part in the study.
Parents who agreed and gave full informed consent were additionally provided
with a debrief form with contact details if further information is needed or if
they wish to withdraw. Our analysis is based on video-recordings of four chil-
dren with an ASD to whom we shall refer using the following pseudonyms:
Mary (aged 14) interacting with her Mum and doing pottery and poetry classes;
Ben (aged 12) interacting with his Mum, Dad, and also with a sibling and an
ABA tutor carrying out money-related activities, playing with Lego and playing
with a video game; and Will and Anna (both aged 13), baking with Will’s Mum.
A total of two hours of video-recordings were made.

Different analytical approaches can be brought to bear on video data from
learning settings (Barron, 2006). CA is applied for this study due to its focus
on social interaction in its own terms. A notable early formulation of CA refers
to the aim of developing ‘ . . . a naturalistic observation discipline that could
deal with the details of social action(s) rigorously, empirically and formally’
(Schegloff & Sacks, 1973, p. 233). This paper further states, ‘Our analysis
has sought to explicate the ways in which our materials are produced in
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orderly ways that exhibit orderliness and have orderliness appreciated and
used . . . ’ (p. 290). This orderliness is frequently, but not exclusively, exhib-
ited in the analysis of sequentially unfolding moment-by-moment interaction
(Goodwin & Heritage, 1990; Schegloff, 2007). Fundamentally then, CA takes
stretches of interactional data and asks, first, what is the social organisation?
Secondly, how is this organisation produced? It should be noted that CA origi-
nated within sociology and that often the basic sociological question of who is
doing what? It is this that is relevant in the analysis. Indeed, although our focus
is on domestic activities, in our analysis the classical sociological issues of the
division of labour, who controls the means of production, and matters of iden-
tity will be relevant. While CA can be used to underpin quantitative Content
Analytic studies which incorporate inter-rater agreement measures, it is, in the
first instance, a qualitative discovery-oriented methodology.

Video-recordings were inspected in terms of what activities are underway
and how they are organised. In addition to attending to the participants’ talk
and other vocalisations, their gaze, gesture, and handling of objects were fre-
quently the focus of analysis. Video-recorded data can be especially useful for
the analysis of interactions involving children with autism, as gaze and body
language can be particularly pertinent (see Dickerson & Robins, Chapter 4, this
volume, for a good example). In this report then, we are primarily concerned
with the parents’ resources but in order to get them, the actions of both parents
and children need to be examined. Episodes of interest were transcribed using
the Jefferson transcription system for CA extended with annotations for visible
action. While CA analysis commonly, and perhaps preferably, selects a specific
interactional phenomenon and examines it in depth and detail, the present
treatment locates a number of phenomena that are constitutive of the setting
that is under analysis. The analysis here is geared to identifying the facilitating
practices that occur, and how they are implemented, in a small opportunity
sample.

Analysis

The analysis will first focus on a single extend episode, a pottery-making ses-
sion, and identify a range of supportive actions within this. We will then
consider the generality of some of the phenomena observed through compar-
isons with episodes involving other families in other settings. In the pottery
session (which is of about 12-minutes duration), Mary fashions a clay pot,
with help from her Mum, on a small battery-powered portable potter’s wheel.
The analysis will draw on a number of transcribed episodes within this activ-
ity. Readers should note that these extracts seek to represent the activity that
occurred rather than to describe it. As such, readers are encouraged to try to
visualise the unfolding actions.
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Extract 1 [MR2012 MM Clay] simplified
Mary is seated at a table with a potter’s wheel in front of her with a tool in her right
hand. Her mother is approaching the table and is beside Mary, placing a small water
bowl on the table. Mary is turned to her right, towards her mother.

00 Mar: nh:::::.
01 Mum: Righ’!
02 (-[-)

[X Mum: water bowl audibly placed on table
[Mar: turns towards potter’s wheel

03 Mum: [Water
[Mar: brings tool to the potter’s wheel and
[begins to clean the wheel

04 Mum: Move the phaper ◦(huh)◦

05 (----------1---------2---------3)
06 (----------4---------5---------6)
07 Mum: ◦◦( ) ( ) you◦◦

08 Mar: nhah::uh::
[Mum: points towards clay

09 � Mum: Are you goina put [the ∧clay on.
10 (---------1)
11 � Mum: Is it plugged in (◦just a second)◦

12 Mar: nnnn
13 Mar: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( .) dah duh nun ◦huh ◦huh
14 Mar: ◦(just a second)◦

15 (12) ((Mum gets pedal))� ((Mar gets clay))
16 Mar: (nothing)
17 (5.0) (Mum plugs pedal in)
18 Mar: (baddu)
19 (4.0)
20 (Mum): gnnn
21 Mum: ◦That’s for your◦ foo:t.
22 (---------1---[- - - - 2 - - -[- - - -[-3)

[turns [turns [turns
[towards [back [towards
[mum [mum

23 � Mar: [Mama help
24 Mum: [YeAH
25 � Mum: [Yeah¿ >Of course? I’m going to help¿< (1.0)

[Mum sits

In Extract 1, Mum assists with some material preparations, commenting on
them as she performs them: setting a bowl of water next to Mary (lines 2–3) and
removing some irrelevant pieces of paper (line 4). When Mum sets the water
down, Mary begins to scrape the potter’s wheel with a clay-working tool. Mum
produces an initiating action, ‘Are you goina put the ∧clay on.’, pointing at the
clay, which is apparently designed to progress the pottery activity, encouraging
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Mary to move from cleaning the wheel to getting the material to be worked
on into position. Mary continues cleaning the wheel, but at this point the
mother engages in another preparatory matter, namely the proper position-
ing of the pedal which controls the rotation of the potter’s wheel. She launches
this through a question, ‘Is it plugged in (◦just a second)◦’ and moves to get
the pedal, to plug into the wheel, and she positions it on the floor. As Mum
reaches for the pedal, which is on the table to Mary’s left, Mary reaches for the
clay, which is also to her left. As Mum unwraps the wire from the pedal, Mary
unwraps the clay. As Mum becomes available after placing the pedal on the
floor under the table, Mary says, ‘Mama help’ (line 23), to which Mum replies,
‘Yeah¿ >Of course? I’m going to help’.

The tape only begins with Mary already sitting at the table, so we do not
have access, on video, to the background to this episode of activity. We can
see, however, that Mum is engaged in a number of actions that are account-
ably designed to prepare for, and to progress, the activity of pottery. Some of
these actions appear to be fundamentally unilateral, for example setting down
the bowl of water next to Mary; however, it is notable that this is done in a
conspicuous and accountable way – the arrival of the bowl to the table being
accompanied by ‘right’, the occurrence of a loud clink as it meets the table,
and the provision of verbal commentary on this, ‘Water’ (line 3) By contrast,
the instruction to put the clay onto the wheel ‘Are you goina put the ∧clay
on’, implemented through a question, is an initiating action which implicates
that Mary should transfer the clay onto the wheel. Previous work on class-
room settings has focused on how the child’s response to a teacher’s initiating
action was occasionally delayed and was produced through supportive conduct
from a learning support assistant (Stribling & Rae, 2010). In the present setting,
Mary’s response does not come about straight away – but neither is it pursued
or awaited by Mum. Rather, in this case, Mum launches an alternative activity
(getting, and setting up, the pedal). Mary’s response occurs while Mum is doing
this, indeed it occurs in parallel with it. Although there is no evidence here
that launching a side activity (getting the pedal) is a specific strategy to allow
a child a space to respond to a just prior instruction, or that engagement in a
side action might have a modelling function, it is notable that Mum refrains
from pursuing a response from Mary. Routinely in social interaction, partici-
pants have a range of resources for pursuing a response from co-participants
who have failed to provide one (Pomerantz, 1984). It is a feature of informal
spontaneous activities that they involve parents having to address contingen-
cies, such as dealing with an incomplete practical matter (here setting up the
foot pedal); here it can be seen that addressing such contingencies can provide
an opportunity space for a child to respond to an initiating action.

Throughout this extract then, Mary engages in task-relevant activities. For
example, she is appropriately oriented to the potter’s wheel and engages with
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it; she gets the clay following her Mum’s instruction to do so. It is notable
that she produces a task-related initiating action, instructing her mother to
help with the activity, ‘Mama help’ (line 23). This does not appear to impli-
cate assistance with an immediate difficulty but seems to work prospectively to
indicate a requirement to assist with the later stages of the forthcoming activ-
ity. Nevertheless, Mum responds immediately with a reassuring reply, ‘Yeah of
course. I’m going to help’. The production of parental instructions is further
illustrated in Extract 2 (this episode follows immediately from the stretch of
activity presented in Extract 1).

Extract 2 [MR2012 MM Clay] simplified
Continues immediately from Extract 1

26 Mar: n[nuh
27 � Mum: [Put it in [the [mid:dle� [point [pressing]
28 � Mum: If you ca:n.
29 (--[-------1--------2

[Gaze at Mary
[Gaze at Mum
[(hih)(hih)(hih) (hee)

30 Mum: [That’s the [hard part
[ [smack
[Mary and Mum gaze at clay in Mary’s hands

31 Mum: [To [>put it in the middle<
[ [Mum: gaze at Mary
[Mar: gaze at mum eyes closed then opens eyes

32 Mar: [Hee[ hee hee hee [hee hee he¿
[ [Mum: gaze at wheel [

[Mar: gaze at mum [
33 � Mum: [Are you looking.

[Mum: gaze at potter’s wheel
34 Mar: [∧hee ∧hee?� Mar: [Places clay on wheel
35 Mar: [hih

[Pats clay several times
36 Mum: Then you wet your ∧ha:and:.
37 [(2.0)

[Mar: pats clay looks up
38 [(∧hyi!) (0.5) (no)

[claps LH against raised R forearm
39 Mum: (Qu- You-) [Find the little] foo- (.)[ pedal.

Mar: [ sliding chair ]
Mar: [(∧nyi!)

41: Mum: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ((animated vocalisation))
42 Mum: ∧Yeah.
43 Mar: ( ) [( ) ( ) ( ) ((animated))

[wheel motor turns
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44 Mum: (Yah) Wet your [∧hand].
[point]

45: Mar: ( ) [( ) ( ) ((singing)
[wets hand

46: Mar: ((singing))

In Extract 2, both Mum and Mary are now seated and Mary has a ball of clay
in her hands. Mum produces another action that is geared to progressing the
task, the verbal instruction ‘Put it’ (i.e. the ball of clay) ‘in the mid:dle’ (i.e. in
the centre of the wheel). As she says this, she points at the wheel bringing her
pointing finger into a prominent contact-gesture which involves pressing the
centre of the wheel. She extends her turn with the clause ‘If you can’, thereby
extending the response space and perhaps indicating a lowering of her expecta-
tions that Mary can accomplish this. A spate of joint engagement follows which
seems to be a site of positive affect with smiling and laughter. Mum again uses
a question to progress the activity, gazing at the wheel she says ‘Are you look-
ing’ (line 33), where upon Mary places the clay on the centre of wheel and pats
it. It is notable that attentional gaze, together with this instruction to look,
appears sufficient to direct Mary’s focus of attention, and action, to the potter’s
wheel. Mum then produces an instruction in the form of a report ‘Then you
wet your hand’ and then a direct instruction ‘Find the little foo- (.) pedal’ and
‘Wet your hand’ (pointing).

So far, the parental resources that we have examined involve the use of talk
and gesture, in coordination with objects, to guide and direct the child’s con-
duction. However, in Extract 3, Mum uses tactile resources to guide Mary’s
hands. First, she uses her left hand to guide Mary’s right hand by holding the
base of her hand (line 54), then she brings in her right hand to control Mary’s
fingers (line 55). She subsequently prompts Mary by saying ‘And again on the
si:ide’ (line 59) simultaneously miming the required hand position.

Extract 3 [MR2012 MM Clay] simplified
Continues immediately from Extract 2

47 Mar: ((starts wheel))
48 Mar: Mumma help
49 Mum: Ye:ah that’s alright (yeah)
50 Mar: Difficu’ part
51 Mum: Difficult yeah
52 Mum: But we try:y.
53 (10)
54 � Mum: ((places LH over base of Mar’s right hand))
55 � Mum: ((brings RH into to hold & guide Mar’s fingers))
56 Mar: ((Takes hands off clay and examines fingers

of RH))
57 Mar: ((Presses R thumb into centre of clay))
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58 Mar: (mmm)
59 � Mum: And [again ] on the si:ide.� [Mum: cupping gesture]
60 Mar: ((stops wheel glances at Mum))
61 Mum: ((glance and smile at Mar))
62 Mum: It’s fun! isn’t it.
63 Mum: Yeah but it is a bit [difficult
64 � Mar: [More water
65 Mum: Yeah we’ll put more water.
66 Mum: Smoo:th. ∧it
67 Mum: And you see there there’s a little bit on
68 the wro:ng side
69 Mum: Put that there where there’s a little hole
70 Mar: ((Soft singing))
71 Mar: erghhh: ((creaky))
72 Mum: [Go around ] ∧it

[Mum: cupping gesture]
73 Mum: (Look) Got a little bit on my finger
74 Mum: Look you’re making a hole there you need to
75 put your finger there
76 Mum: You know you can jus’ hold
77 � Mum: ((Gestures then takes and guides RH with

both hands))
78 Mum: ((Releases hands))
79 Mar: ((Gazes at Mum))
80 Mum: ((Gazes closely at clay)

In Extract 4, which occurs towards the end of the activity, Mum engages in
direct work on the clay pot herself; however, this involvement is highly collab-
orative in two respects. First, it comes about as a result of a request from Mary,
Mary says ‘Help’ (line 2), pushing the wheel towards Mum (line 2) and pursues
this request for help (line 5) with a prominent gesture. Mum seeks clarification
‘Help doing hwha:t:’ (line 7) and Mary provides it using talk and by gesturing
towards a diagram. Secondly, Mum’s direct involvement is collaborative in the
sense that Mary controls the rotation of the wheel while her mother shapes the
clay on the wheel; the work on the pot thereby being distributed between them.

Extract 4 [MR2012 MM Clay] simplified
8:55 into recording Mary has been smoothing the clay pot that she has formed,
sometimes freehand, sometimes turning it on the wheel.

01 Mar: ◦(ooo) (mee)◦ ((soft vocalisation))
02 Mar: (uh) [Help! (hee) (hih)(hih) (hee)

[pats wheel with both hands thereby
[pushing it slightly towards Mum

03 Mar: ugh? ugh. [((Clap)) [((Clap))
[gaze at Mum [eyes closed
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04 Mum: Is [it finished?
[gaze at Mar

05 Mar: [HElP! (huh (huh)
[rapid hands together upward gesture

07 Mum: [Help doing hwha:t:
[Mum: cupping gesture

08 Mum: Help do=
09 Mar: =Pattern! ((points at diagram))
10 Mum: What (.) [doing [that shape.=

[ [Mum: points at diagram
[Mar: hold hands apart

11 Mar: =>Yeah<
12 Mum: Well [we can try:

[Mum: wets RH
13 Mum: Need to make the hole bigger
14 Mum: [We try:� [Brings RH to clay
15 � Mum: (We/you) press the ∧button
16 Mar: ((looks at the pedal))
17 Mum: ((looks at the pedal))
18 Mum: Find the ∧pedal.
19 � (10.0) ((Mar presses the pedal making the wheel turn))� ((Mum shapes the clay with her won RH))
20 Mum: (You take a turn)/(You like to try)
21 Mar: ((Wets fingers and brings to the clay))
22 Mum: [( [ )

[gestures [guides hand

Across Extracts 1–4, and across the rest of pottery-making episode, several dif-
ferent classes of supportive conduct can be identified. Table 25.1 lists them in
order of apparently increasing involvement.

The following section will consider further examples of (a) parents’ resources
for directing their children’s attention; (b) parents’ resources for prompting and
pursuing responsive actions; and (c) parents’ resources that are concerned with
task-related contingencies and opportunities.

Directing the child’s attention

In the pottery session, it is notable that the child has primary access to the
objects through which the task is carried out. That is, the potter’s wheel is
placed directly in front of Mary and she apparently controls the foot pedal.
As such, she is largely responsible for the progress of the task. By constrast in a
kit construction task in which a boy, Benjamin, works with his Dad, the father
places the box of components in front of himself and invites Benjamin to locate
items from it and to fit them together. Despite the differences in this arrange-
ment, and the difference in the nature of task itself (shaping clay as opposed
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Table 25.1 Classes of parent’s supportive conduct

Action Level of parental involvement

1 Present, but otherwise engaged Low
2 Observing
3 Responding to questions or requests
4 Reassuring
5 Commenting
6 Instructing (verbally)
7 Instructing (using talk and gesture)
8 Guiding child’s hand
9 Performing the task by guide the child’s hand(s)

10 Performing the task by physically directing the
child’s hand(s)

11 Performing part of the task directly high

to assembling components), certain of the supportive practices located in the
pottery episode occur here too. For example, the management of the child’s
attention can become an interactional concern.

Extract 5 is taken from an episode in which Benjamin (‘Ben’) and his father
(‘Dad’) are seated at a table with a Lego calendar box. Dad has the Lego box in
front of him, Benjamin is holding an electronic soundbox toy which is emit-
ting a clapping sound effect. Dad produces an orienting remark and a summons
(line 1) to which Benjamin responds with a vocalisation (lines 2–3); however,
Benjamin remains engaged with the soundbox, pressing a button which pro-
duces a laughter and applause sound effect (shown as ‘xxx . . . ’); as the soundbox
emits this, Ben waves his hands (line 4).

Extract 5 [MR2012 Benjamin & Dad Table]
Ben and Dad are seated side by side at a table, Dad is to Ben’s right and has a Lego
box open towards his right-hand side. Ben is handling a sound effects toy.

01 Dad: Now where are we. (0.3) Benjamin?
02 Ben: (uhn uhh)
03 (uhh uh[n)

[((soundbox stops clapping))
04 Dad: [Um:[:

[((Ben presses button))
[((Ben waves hands))

05 [xxxxxxxxx1xxxxxxxxx2xxxxxxxxx3
[((soundbox laughter/applause))

[((Ben: glance at Lego box))
[ [((Ben: Gaze

[at soundbox))
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06 xxxxxxxxx[4xxxx [x x [xx[ x 5)� [((Dad: Gaze [((Dad: grasps� [ at soundbox))[ soundbox))
07 � Dad: Shall we put that away for a moment� [ ((Father removes soundbox)) ]
08 Ben: [It should be [ ( W a s h i ng t ] on )

[((Ben: Gaze at Lego box))
[((Dad: Turns Lego box
[ Towards Ben))

09 Dad: Can you find number thirteen

The father’s practical problem here then is that Ben is not properly aligned with
the proposed activity of playing with the Lego box. Dad’s strategy is to remove
the soundbox from Ben. First, he does not remove the box at once but allows for
some time (about 4 seconds) to elapse before doing so (lines 5–6). It is notable
that during this period Ben apparently shows some attention to the Lego box
and glances at it briefly (line 6). Dad then brings his gaze to the soundbox,
he takes it in his hand, and as he says ‘Shall we put that away for a moment’,
he removes it from Ben. Ben appears to respond by producing an apparently
unrelated vocalisation ‘It should be Washington’ (line 8) but he nevertheless
brings his gaze to the Lego box such that Dad now considers it relevant to
produce an activity-related instruction, ‘Can you find number thirteen’ (line 9).
Consequently, we can see here that the father accomplishes the removal of the
soundbox, and thereby accomplishes Ben’s attending to the construction kit,
in a progressive and accountable way.

Prompting and pursuing responsive actions

The issue of pursuing a response also occurs in the episode involving Ben and
his Dad. Having produced the instruction ‘Can you find number thirteen’
(Extract 6, line 9), Dad waits for two seconds and then produces a simpli-
fied and emphasised repeat (Extract 6, line 11). Benjamin says, ‘Thirteen wait’
(line 13), thereby using vocal resources to show that although he has yet to
produce the responsive action that has been implicated, he is nonetheless
attending to it. In response to a further pursuit from Dad, ‘Where’s thirteen’
(line 14), he produces an upscaled action to show that he is attending to the
matter ‘Way weh (.) wait a minute’ (line 15). On the one hand, Ben’s uses of
vocal resources to display attention to the task of responding contrast with the
use of tapping gestures that have been described in this sequential position
(Dickerson, Stribling, & Rae, 2007); however, his rapid co-occurring shake of
his hand (line 15) bears some comparison with such tapping gestures. Thus
here, Dad displays resources for pursuing a response, in this case largely ver-
bal resources – and Ben displays resources for showing that he is relevantly
attending.
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Extract 6 [MR2012 Benjamin & Dad Table]
Follows from Extract 5.

09 � Dad: Can you find number thirteen
10 (----------1---[-------2)

[Ben reaches towards box
11 � Dad: [Thirtee:na:
12 (------[---)

[Dad glances at Ben))
13 Ben: Thirteen [ wait ]

Dad: [Where’s-]
[Dad glance at Ben

14 � Dad: Where’s thir[teen
[Dad: gaze at box

15 Ben: [ Way [ weh (.) wait ] a minute
[ [Ben: rapidly shakes RH]
[Dad: gaze at Ben

16 � Dad: Where’s [thirt=
[Ben: reaches towards the box

17 Dad: =Aht’s right well done
18 (-----)
19 Dad: ‘kay let’s see what we have to do with this

While Dad in Extract 6 is chiefly using verbal resources to prompt Ben to pro-
duce a nonverbal response (locating an object), Extract 7 demonstrates how a
parent can use multimodal resources in order to elicit a verbal response. Extract
7 is drawn from an afternoon baking session organised by Mum for Will, her
son, and Anna, a friend; both Will and Anna are 13 years old and diagnosed
with autism. Here Will is getting the ingredients ready to make brownies with
Mum’s assistance.

Extract 7 [Will & Mum & Anna Baking_I, We need flour]
Anna is putting an apron on, Mum is has a recipe book in front of her on a worktop;
Will is moving about.

02 � Mum: We need Fl[uh
03 Wil: [Flour

[Mum: gaze at recipe
04 Mum: And what [else

[adjusts recipe book
05 (-------[--1)

[Mum: gaze at Will then recipe book
[Will walks back towards mum
[Will: gaze returns to recipe book

06 Ann: [((yoo [mee mah))
[Mum: points [
[ to page [
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07 � Mum: [We <Nee:D
[Will and mum look at recipe book
[mum moves finger on recipe book

08 Will: ◦chocolate ba [r
09 Mum: [chocolate
10 � Mum: =and we some shu

((mum pointing at recipe book))
12 Wil: sugar
13 (-------[--1--------2)� Mum: [Mum: Mouths an E sound,
14 Wil: e- [e- eggs

[Mum: gaze at Will
15 Mum: eggs [and� [point at recipe gaze at Will
16 Wil: Butter
17 Mum: Ok:ay? so let’s get them out!
18 Wil: ((walks towards the fridge))

This episode takes place in the kitchen where Mum and Will are looking at the
recipe book while Anna is putting on her apron. In line 1, Mum produces a
model sentence by partially forming a sentence omitting the last utterance so
that Will can complete it. This prompting technique has the same format as an
intraverbal strategy used in behavioural-based approaches (Sundberg & Michael,
2001). Will is gazing at the recipe book with his hand on Mum’s shoulder. Will
responds with ‘Flour’ while simultaneously moving away with his hand sliding
off Mum’s arm (line 3). As the task at hand is to collect all the ingredients to
make brownies, it may be that Will wants to get the flour straight away. How-
ever, Mum repositions herself in front of the recipe book and points to the list
of the ingredients and summons Will with ‘and what else’. At this point, Anna
who is present but not immediately involved in the exchange between Mum
and Will engages in an echolalic utterance (line 5). Will returns and his gaze
returns to the recipe book. Having secured Will’s attention to the recipe book,
Mum produces an incomplete sentence ‘we need’ while pointing at the recipe
book. Will responds with ‘chocolate bar’ and Mum says ‘chocolate’ thereby con-
firming but also correcting Will’s response. Mum then continues with another
incomplete sentence for Will to complete ‘and we need some shu’ to which
Will responds ‘sugar’. For the next item in the list of ingredients, Mum just
shapes her mouth to the ‘e’ sound (for the response of eggs) and Will reads
and responds ‘e e eggs’. Mum confirms and continues with ‘eggs and’ where-
upon Will reads and responds ‘butter’ without Mum prompting him. Mum
confirms this item and indicates movement into a new activity with ‘okay, so
let’s get them out’. Across this extract then, Mum uses a number of prompts
to get Will to name the ingredients that they will need for the baking project.
Consequently, his production of a list of the ingredients is scaffolded through
Mum’s prompts. Will responds quite readily to each prompt, so in this episode
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the pursuit of responses is limited. In most cases, these prompts are built out
of a grammatically incomplete turn-at-talk coupled with gestures involving the
recipe book; however, in the case of the item ‘eggs’, the prompt consists of a
point at the recipe book. In this case, apparently in response to a latency in
Will’s responding, the mother pursues a response by mouthing the start of the
required word. (As it happens, Will is not monitoring her and appears to pro-
duce his response independently of this pursuit.) While it is necessary to iden-
tify and retrieve the ingredients for the baking task, it is not necessary to enu-
merate a list of the ingredients together. Here then, Mum is creating an oppor-
tunity for Will’s co-participation in the larger baking project where the task of
the moment becomes listing the ingredients. This establishment of a local task
exploits two general but contrasting properties of prompts, namely that there
is a high degree of freedom about when they can be produced yet the range
of relevant responses can be highly constrained. Furthermore, an interaction-
ally important feature of prompts as supportive conduct is that they make the
progress of the activity conditional upon the child’s response. These features
make prompts a potentially powerful and ubiquitous resource in supporting
children’s involvement in practical activities and in structuring those activities.

Task-related contingencies and opportunities

The issue of the parent being required to attend to a task-related contingency
is also evident in the episode involving Ben and his Dad, as shown in Extract
8. It transpires that Dad’s nomination of a particular component Part 13 is
a mistake (lines 21, 23–25), and it becomes relevant to get this piece back
from Ben. Having conveyed that they have already done this component, Dad
reaches his left hand over to Ben’s right hand in which he is holding Part 13
and then brings his right over and slides the component into it, producing an
account as he does so ‘Looks as though we’ve done it’ (lines 26–27).

Extract 8 [MR2012 Benjamin & Dad Table]
Follows from Extract 6

20 (-----)
21 � Dad: oh wa[i
22 Ben: [can I have
23 � Dad: oh no we’ve done that one
24 � Dad: we’ve done hang on we’ve done that one
25 � Dad: [sorry� [Dad: LH to Ben’s RH� [Ben: Rotates RH
26 Ben: [(I’m sorry)/(I saw it)

Dad: [(looks like) looks
27 Dad: [as though we’ve done it ]� [Dad slides part 13 into his RH]
28 Ben: ((Rapidly reaches towards a component in the box))
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In Extract 1, the parent’s engagement in a practical contingency provided an
opportunity for action, on that occasion it provided a space for Mary to carry
out a responsive action. In Extract 8, the nature of the contingency disrupts
the progress of the activity – it involves having to hand back a part which it
had taken some effort to locate. At just this point, Ben darts to locate another
component in the box; thus it appears that addressing the contingency that
arose disrupts the joint progress on the task that had recently been established.
Extract 9, drawn from the baking session, further suggests that breaks in the
progress of an activity can lead to momentary disruptions. Here William has
retrieved a box of eggs and has been waiting with them while Mum had to
attend to something else. It occurs to Mum that it is desirable to use up some
older eggs first. She swiftly brings out these newer eggs and puts away the ones
that William had retrieved. At just this moment, William covers his ears and
then begins engaging in self-stimulatory behaviour, rubbing his cheeks, and
jumping up and down. Although we cannot be clear about the causal link on
this single case, it appears that the change to the trajectory of this task (i.e. the
substitution of the eggs) has created some disruption that has occasioned this
self-stimulatory behaviour.

Extract 9 [Will and Anna baking] <1:35>

William is standing at the kitchen counter with the egg box that got out a minute ago.
Mum comes back from having helped a younger sibling with another project.

01 Mum: So William (.) eggs (.) have you got the eggs=
02 Mum: [=Let’s have a look (.) is that today’s ]

[Mum comes round and examines the egg box1]
03 Mum: [Let’s get these ones ]

[Mum: opens draw and gets out egg box2]
04 Wil: [( )]

[Wil: opens and closes egg box]
05 Mum: [Those ones are ] older ]

[Mum puts egg box1 away]
[Will Steps away from the ]
[worktop, brings hand to head ]

06 Wil: ( )=
07 Mum: =okay
08 Mum: [So what do we have to do William

[Will rubs cheeks and jumps up and down

Domestic activities then, in contrast to more routine educational tasks, can
involve contingencies where objects need to be located or substituted. A key
difference can be seen within this class of occurrences. On the one hand, there
are cases where a parent’s addressing a contingency occurs at a moment where a
child is occupied in something else and the parent’s engagement with another
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matter does not disrupt the child. On the other hand, where the parent needs to
remedy a state of affairs that the child has brought about, remediation becomes
the joint activity of the moment. A parallel is seen here with the talk-based
phenomena of exposed and embedded correction (Jefferson, 1987). In exposed
correction, one speaker corrects another speaker by producing a turn that is
dedicated to carrying out correction, thus correction comes to the surface of
the interaction. Indeed, the action of correcting becomes the activity of the
moment, and the progression of the activity that was in progress is temporarily
suspended. By contrast, in embedded correction, one speaker produces a turn
that responds to another speaker’s turn, but in the course of producing that turn
embeds the correction of a component of the turn to which they are respond-
ing. The activity that was underway is thereby progressed, with correction being
carried out in passing.

A further kind of contingency involves taking an opportunity to engage in a
stretch of action which is relevant, but not immediately necessary for, a course
of action that is in progress. For example, in the baking session, Extract 10,
Mum takes the opportunity to appreciate the mixture that they have created.
Within this bout of activity, she initiates a sequence by asking Will ‘Is it nice’
(line 5) to which he replies ‘Delicious’ (line 6), thereby achieving a moment
of shared appreciation. Such sequences of actions are essentially side sequences
(Jefferson, 1972).

Extract 10 [MR2012 WMA] (05:34) (Schematic)

01 Mum: Smell ((proffers bowl to Anna))
02 Ann: ((Smells mixture))
03 Mum: ((Proffers bowl to William))
04 Wil: ((Smells mixture))
05 Mum: Is it nice
06 Wil: (Delicious)
07 Mum: Delicious

Discussion

Across the episodes examined, the parents show their use of a range of practices
for supporting their children in domestic, practical activities. As with the prac-
tices identified in the work of a learning support assistant (a participant who has
an institutional job to provide support) (Stribling & Rae, 2010), these practices
are richly multimodal and commonly have a contingent and progressive character.
That is, they are commonly carried when they become contingently relevant
and their degree of directiveness can be scaled up, or down, as becomes as neces-
sary. Some practices, such as Mary’s Mum guiding Mary’s hand on the potter’s
wheel, are highly directive but nonetheless require appropriate participation
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from Mary: both in terms of allowing her hand to be guided and also in terms
of operating the pedal to control the wheel. Others pose questions for the child
to solve. For example, when Mum gazes at the potter’s wheel and asks ‘Are you
looking?’, Mary has to work out the practical relevance of this gestalt, this par-
ticular configuration of utterance, gaze, and object. Similarly, when Will’s Mum
points at the recipe book and says ‘what else?’ this is not informative statement
delivering concrete information; its import is to be found in the current course
of action (Garfinkel, 2002). Will comes back towards his mother and gazes at
the book thereby disentangling his mother’s question, her pointing, and her
eye-gaze.

Clinical relevance summary

This analysis has described a number of practices that are spontaneously used
in a small opportunity sample from families who consented to take part in this
research. Further research, with a larger sample, is necessary to establish the
generality of the practices used and to assess their effectiveness. The study does,
however, provide some examples of contingencies that are commonly encoun-
tered and of the practices used by parents in addressing them. Furthermore,
there are some interesting implications for practice with children diagnosed
with ASD and their families. Our analysis has demonstrated that parents use
many different resources for supporting children with their everyday tasks
and this could involve directing the child’s attention or prompting respon-
sive actions. Furthermore, there were different ways of dealing with task-related
contingencies and opportunities. This shows how parents can create opportu-
nities for facilitating and promoting participation within the interaction. For a
simple summary of the implications for practice, see Table 25.2.

Summary

Fundamentally then, the parents’ tasks in carrying out everyday practical activ-
ities with their children, as in much social interaction, consists in deciding how
to co-participate with the unfolding events (Goodwin, 2007). In these settings,

Table 25.2 Clinical practice highlights

1. Parents’ resources for supporting children carrying out everyday tasks involve
(a) directing the child’s attention, (b) prompting and pursuing responsive
actions, and (c) ways of dealing with task-related contingencies and
opportunities.

2. An important class of activities involves creating opportunities for various forms
of participation (by the parent or child) which are not directly supportive of the
child’s conduct, but which allow for the progression of the task or which manage
the child’s involvement with it.
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the parents draw on interactional resources in order to accomplish the practi-
cal management of their child’s distinctive ways of seeing the world and acting
within it, their autistic intelligence (Maynard, 2005). It seems likely that some
of the practices used, such as Mary’s Mum’s use of manual guidance, or her
question ‘Are you looking?’, and Will’s Mum’s vocalisations for the beginnings
of words, are adaptations of ABA prompts, but it is beyond the scope of the
current study to establish this. Certain practices however are neither prompts
nor are they scaffolding. The term ‘scaffolding’ implies supportive conduct, that
is actions that are done in order to support or assist the child. However, an
important class of activities involve creating opportunities for various forms
of participation (by the parent or child) which are not directly supportive but
which allow for the progression of the task or which manage involvement with
it. This study is clearly limited. Further work is needed to better understand
parents’ resources and their effectiveness.
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Transcription codes

The notation scheme used in for these data was originally developed by Gail
Jefferson. For further explanation of Jefferson’s transcription conventions, see
Jefferson, G. (1984) Transcription notation. In Atkinson, J. & Heritage, J. (Eds.)
Structures of Social Action (pp. ix–xvi). New York: Cambridge University Press.
Superscribed letters, as in Mary’s rendering of ‘help’, shown as ‘help’, are used
to show sounds that are partially present, for example which condition the
pronunciation of other sounds in the word but are not fully expressed.


